Find Success with Expert Guidance

Our course combines the knowledge and expertise of our certified instructors with the 2019 SHRM Learning System.

- Learn from a certified instructor who provides expertise, insights, and one-on-one guidance.
- Network, share experiences, and discuss topics with a diverse group of HR professionals.
- Stay on track to earn your certification with a structured learning experience.
- Take advantage of funding options, such as corporate tuition reimbursement.

Attending our course is the most effective way to prepare to pass the SHRM-CP or SHRM-SCP exam.

COURSE DETAILS:

Date: February 21, 2019 through April 11, 2019
Time: Thursday night 6:00 pm
Location: Ohio Business College
5202 Timber Commons Dr, Sandusky OH
Price: SHRM members $1000, Non-members $1250

Our classes fill quickly! For more information or to register, call 419-627-8345
The 2019 SHRM Learning System delivers the most comprehensive, flexible and effective SHRM-CP and SHRM-SCP exam preparation.

Designed using a proven approach for teaching adult learners, this system offers a personalized SmartPath™ learning experience that is designed to dynamically adjust based on your progress and proficiency. Real-time results allow you to use your time wisely and increase readiness for the SHRM-CP and SHRM-SCP exams. There’s no better way to successfully prepare for SHRM certification.

The Complete Solution for SHRM Certification Exam Success

A Personalized Learning Experience
A custom learning experience that identifies HR topics you’ve already mastered and those you haven’t, to help guide you with suggested next steps throughout your studies.

Enhanced, Topic-level Learning
HR knowledge and competencies are broken down into 375+ unique topic areas and related resources to help you better understand and master the concepts in the SHRM BoCK that are tested on the SHRM-CP/SHRM-SCP exams.

Real-time Knowledge Gap Analysis
Real-time results and detailed feedback from your learning progress and quiz scores guide your individual study priorities and help you reach your goal more efficiently.

A Study Plan on Your Schedule
Organize your studies on your unique schedule by prioritizing the topics based on your knowledge gaps. Small, connected HR topics allow for shorter blocks of study time. The countdown clock reinforces your exam date goal, which provides a visual reminder to stay motivated and on track with your studies.

Resources to Boost Exam Confidence
Take advantage of flashcards, real-world HR knowledge and competency connections, practice test questions and more to make sure you’re ready for your SHRM-CP or SHRM-SCP exam.

Don’t delay! Class registration deadline is February 15, 2019

Enroll in Ohio Business College’s SHRM Learning System course today by calling 419-627-8345 For more information, contact Diane Hagan by calling 419-627-8345 or sending an e-mail to dhagan@ohiobusinesscollege.edu.